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Validation of a Numerical
Quasi-One-Dimensional Model
for Wave Rotor Turbines With
Curved Channels
A wave rotor is a shock-driven pressure exchange device that, while relatively rarely
studied or indeed, employed, offers significant potential efficiency gains in a variety of
applications including refrigeration and gas turbine topping cycles. This paper introdu-
ces a quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) wave action model implemented in MATLAB for the
computation of the unsteady flow field and performance characteristics of wave rotors of
straight or cambered channel profiles. The purpose here is to introduce and validate a
rapid but reliable method of modeling the performance of a power-generating wave rotor
where little such insight exists in open literature. The model numerically solves the lami-
nar one-dimensional (1D) Navier–Stokes equations using a two-step Richtmyer time vari-
ation diminishing (TVD) scheme with minmod flux limiter. Additional source terms
account for viscous losses, wall heat transfer, flow leakage between rotor and stator end-
plates as well as torque generation through momentum change. Model validation was
conducted in two steps. First of all, unsteady and steady predictive capabilities were
tested on three-port pressure divider rotors from open literature. The results show that
both steady port flow conditions as well as the wave action within the rotor can be pre-
dicted with good agreement. Further validation was done on an in-house developed and
experimentally tested four-port, three-cycle, throughflow microwave rotor turbine featur-
ing symmetrically cambered passage walls aimed at delivering approximately 500 W of
shaft power. The numerical results depict trends for pressure ratio, shaft power, and out-
let temperature reasonably well. However, the results also highlight the need to accu-
rately measure leakage gaps when the machine is running in thermal equilibrium.
[DOI: 10.1115/1.4044286]

Introduction

Over the past decades, numerous research studies have been
dedicated toward the investigation of dynamic pressure exchange
machinery, such as wave rotors. These devices use the energy car-
ried in moving shock waves to transfer energy from one stream of
fluid to another without the need to incorporate additional
mechanical parts. This advantage, in combination with relatively
large pressure ratio gains through shock wave compression and a
high efficiency associated with this process, renders wave action
devices an attractive technology for power generation.

Opposed to crypto-steady flow devices, such as turbomachi-
nery, wave rotors are inherently unsteady flow devices, where
shock and expansion waves travel along discrete channels
arranged around the circumference of a cylindrical drum. To each
side of the spinning rotor, there are stator endplates containing
port openings, as shown in Fig. 1. Exposing the rotor channels
periodically to the ports then triggers shock and expansion waves.

The application range for wave rotors outlined by the literature
is diverse. The bulk of early studies focused on pressure exchang-
ers with straight passage profiles for gas turbine topping cycles
[1–8] and supercharging devices for internal combustion engines
[9–16]. In recent years, the application to refrigeration cycles
[17–19] and pressure-gain combustors [20–22] has come into the
focus of consideration.

In comparison, little amount of attention has been given to
wave turbines with cambered passage walls aimed at acting both
as pressure exchangers while producing shaft power through

momentum change of the flow [23–27]. Documentation of these
endeavors is unfortunately fragmentary. The best documented and
most successful example of a wave rotor engine was done by
Pearson [23,24] at the University of Bath. Initial tests were con-
ducted on a single cycle, through-flow wave rotor with helical
passage shape leading to a power output of around 26 kW at a
rotational speed of 18,000 rpm. Further research was suspended
after the engine was destroyed due to overspeeding. Further
experiments by General Electric and General Power Corporation
yielded insufficient shaft power generation and were not further
pursued [25,26].

Fig. 1 Wave rotor structure showing wave rotor with discrete
passages, in- and outlet stator as well as the arrangement of
ports
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One limitation of early efforts on wave rotor design was par-
tially due to a lack in computational power rendering performance
estimation time consuming (in particular when done by hand cal-
culations) and often inaccurate. To mitigate this and to accurately
compute unsteady wave action in the rotor channels and steady
conditions in the ports as well as wave rotor performance parame-
ters, one-dimensional (1D) codes have established themselves as
swift and reliable tools. This has been pursued by a number of
institutions, ranging from the Naval Postgraduate School [28–32],
University of Tokyo [6,33,34], ONERA [6,35,36], Michigan State
University [37], NASA Glenn Research Center [38–42] as well as
Xiamen University/Beihang University [43,44] most recently.

While most of the mentioned studies deal with straight chan-
nels, there is merely one study that incorporates passage curvature
in a one-dimensional environment, albeit at reduced order through
a passage-averaged description. This was conducted at NASA
Glenn Research Center by Welch and Paxson [42] and compared
port axial and tangential velocities as well as predicted power out-
put to a two-dimensional computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
simulation. However, no comparison with experimental data was
done.

Against this background, this paper aims at addressing this gap
by introducing a one-dimensional model that allows a reliable and
cost effective insight into the performance of wave rotors with
straight and arbitrarily shaped camber. To the authors’ knowledge,
this paper will present, for the first time, a quasi-one-dimensional
(Q1D) model that allows direct computation of torque output for
cambered wave rotor channels without the need for further model
reduction. It is also the first time such a model has been compared
to experiments. Conventional 1D models for turbines and com-
pressors employ either a map-based approach that requires a priori
experimental data in the form of mass flow rate, efficiency, and
pressure ratio [45] or model the rotor wheel through an adiabatic
pressure loss that is calibrated over the anticipated flow range
against experimental data [46]. The proposed model, however,
differs to that approach as directly models the unsteady wave
action dynamics within the rotor while accounting for finite pas-
sage opening, friction, leakage, and inviscid forces.

The structure of the paper is thus as follows: first, the governing
equations and model source terms for viscous and inviscid forces,
flow leakage, and wall heat transfer are introduced; second, steady
and unsteady validation of the code is done based on experimental
data from the open literature on pressure dividers done by Kent-
field [47] and NASA [48]. Further validation of the model is
achieved through experimental data from a wave rotor turbine
experiment performed in the gas stand at the University of Bath.
The wave rotor turbine features a symmetrical, arc-shaped pas-
sage design that was designed to produce a power output of up to
500 W.

Simulation Model

The model was implemented in MATLAB R2017 and follows a
single wave rotor passage of constant cross section as it passes
ports along the circumference. It consists of numerical routines to
solve the one-dimensional conservation equations accounting for
channel curvature for shaft power extraction, heat transfer
between fluid and rotor walls, flow leakage in the axial clearance
between stator and rotor, as well as gradual passage opening
effects. The code can be applied to both through-flow and reverse-
flow wave rotor applications.

Finally, the user has the option of defining the gas composition
for the operating medium. Throughout this study, this is assumed
to be air, composed of 79% nitrogen and 21% oxygen.

For the derivation of the model, a number of assumptions are
made; first of all, in order to justify a one-dimensional formula-
tion, channel length is expected to be an order of magnitude larger
than channel width and height. Furthermore, the flow path follows
a single streamline through the passage. The quasi-one-
dimensional formulation assumes that all quantities are uniform

across the cross section. This does not hold for wave rotors, as
high rotational speeds due to centrifugal effects, vortices due to
finite passage opening effects, and shock-wave boundary layer
interactions create secondary flows and skewed air/gas demarca-
tion surfaces, which cannot be captured using one-dimensional
wave action codes. While the effect of gradual passage opening
on the primary shock strength can at least be qualitatively cap-
tured, interferences between neighboring channels and between
the channel and leakage cavity, which become particularly pro-
nounced for larger axial clearances between rotor and stator, can-
not be depicted directly.

Governing Equations. The equations used to describe the
unsteady, compressible, and viscous effects taking place within a
wave rotor turbine are the one-dimensional Navier–Stokes equa-
tions, which can be written in conservative form as

@U

@t
þ @F Uð Þ

@m
¼ S (1)

The first term represents time-dependent variations, while the sec-
ond term refers to advection. The source term S accounts for vis-
cous as well as inviscid effects (i.e., friction and “blade” forces),
as well as leakage losses and wall heat transfer. These will be
explained in more detail in the section Source Terms. The state
vector U and the flux vector F are defined as

U ¼
q
qu
qE

0
@

1
A; F ¼

qu
qu2 þ p� smm

qu Eþ p

q
� smm þ qm

� �
0
BB@

1
CCA (2)

Heat conduction within the fluid is addressed through Fourier’s
law of heat conduction. Furthermore, friction between particles is
included through shear force. They can be more explicitly stated
as

qm ¼ �k
@T

@m
; smm ¼ 2lþ kð Þ @u

@m
(3)

The set of PDEs encompasses four primitive variables u, q, p, and
e, which require the introduction of an additional equation to
ensure closure of the equation system. This is done by the ideal
gas equation relating pressure, temperature, and density

p

q
¼ RT (4)

The model further treats air as a calorically imperfect gas, where
specific heat constant at constant pressure cp¼ f(T) varies with
temperature. While this is less important for pressure exchangers,
where temperatures can be close to ambient conditions, it
becomes more important at elevated temperatures exhibited in gas
turbines, where the peak cycle temperature delivered from the
combustor exceeds 450–500 K [49]. Thermodynamic data for spe-
cific heat constant and internal energy used throughout this study
stem from GRI-MECH [50] and the thermal database provided by
Virginia Tech [51]. Finally, dynamic viscosity is modeled through
the well-known Sutherland relation.

Source Terms

Viscous and Inviscid Forces. The previous one-dimensional
models addressed merely viscous (friction) forces and did not
directly address inviscid profile forces that account for shaft
power generation. Fluid viscosity determines wall friction and
promotes convective heat transfer. As a result, the corresponding
source term affects both the momentum and the energy equation.
Friction force is defined as
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Ff ;res ¼ �Cf q
2f

Dh
juju (5)

It features a friction multiplier Cf that accounts for additional
momentum losses that cannot be captured with the relatively sim-
ple approach taken. As stated by Winterbone and Pearson [52],
the friction factor f is a function of the Reynolds number within
the channel and is given by

f Reð Þ ¼

0:25

log10

k

3:7Dh
þ 5:74

Re0:9

� �� �2
for 5000 � Re � 108

64

ReD
for Re < 5000

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(6)

where k denotes the surfaces roughness value, which was set to
25 lm. Using the force diagram shown in Fig. 2(c), one can work
out the tangential component of the friction factor and write the
total source term as

Sf ¼

0

sf ;2

sf ;3

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼

0

�Cf q
2f

Dh
juju

q
2f

Dh
jujcp Tw � Tð Þ � Cf q
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Dh
juju uh

u
xr

0
BBBBBB@

1
CCCCCCA

(7)

Torque generation in wave rotors is pulsatile in nature and is pri-
marily generated when the channels are exposed to a high pres-
sure inlet port. Throughout this study, tangential forces and thus
power generation are computed as a result of the momentum
change as the fluid travels along the cambered channel walls.

Overall, this is exemplified by the change in velocity triangles at
leading and trailing edge of a passage wall, as shown in Fig. 2(a).
The corresponding blade force source term affects momentum and
energy equation and takes the form

Sv ¼
0

sb;2

sb;3

0
@

1
A ¼ 0

Fb;m

Fb;hxr

0
@

1
A (8)

The tangential blade force per unit volume can be determined
using the change in momentum, which is influenced by the differ-
ence in absolute tangential velocity Ch across leading and trailing
edge, the mass flow rate through the channel _m, and the channel
volume V. In the discretized domain, this force is calculated for
each element taking the difference in the tangential velocity vec-
tor from one cell to the next into account

Fb;h ¼
_m

V
Ch;o � Ch;ið Þ (9)

Friction forces are accounted for by the previously suggested vis-
cous source term. Thus, the blade force source term acts in an
inviscid way so that one can assume the blade force vector to be
orthogonal to the relative velocity vector, as given in Fig. 2(b).
Hence, the scalar product of blade force vector and relative veloc-
ity vector equals zero and the equation can be rearranged to give
the axial inviscid blade force per unit volume

Fb � U ¼ 0

so that Fb;ax ¼ �Fb;h
Uh

Cax

(10)

In reality, the port angles will be aligned at a different angle than
the passage walls angle. This can take place at off-design condi-
tions or if an additional momentum change is desired at the stator
rotor interface in order to create more torque. In addition, flow
separation on the passage wall “suction side” can often be wit-
nessed if the port angle is considerably larger than the passage
wall angle. To account for such incidence losses, an additional
entropy-based loss coefficient is introduced and applied in the
form of a distributed loss factor. It can be calibrated through
experimental data or three-dimensional CFD simulations

Ds ¼ �Rln 1� flossð Þ

Floss;h ¼
qTjCaxj
jUj

Ds

Dz

(11)

And the corresponding source term is thus

Sloss ¼
0

slossb;2

slossb;3

0
@

1
A ¼ 0

Floss;m

Floss;hxr

0
@

1
A (12)

The total tangential force and the corresponding shaft power gen-
eration are then computed as

Fh;tot ¼ Fb;h � Ff ;h � Floss;h

Ptot ¼ Fh;totrx (13)

Flow Leakage. The effect of leakage is a crucial factor in wave
rotor performances and was modeled as a simple, nonlabyrinth
leak in similar fashion as in the previous publications from Kent-
field, NASA, and ONERA [35,39,53]. Leakage is modeled as a
lumped capacitance model assuming steady flow equations. It
concerns both continuity as well as energy equation, so that the
leakage source term may be stated as

Fig. 2 (a) Velocity triangles at in- and outlet port over a curved
rotor wall showing absolute velocity C, relative velocity W, tan-
gential velocity U, and axial velocity Cax with the respective
absolute and relative flow angles a and b. (b) Inviscid blade
forces and the relative flow vector. (c) Friction vector and the
relative flow angle.
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(14)

where CD is the discharge coefficient, p and q the pressure and the
density in channel or cavity, respectively, h denotes enthalpy, dl

the axial clearance between rotor and stator, and Dz the cell size
used for discretization. The leakage function U takes up the form,
which allows to differentiate between flow entering and leaving
the cavity depending on the pressure ratio in cell and leakage
cavity

U ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
pcav

p

� �2=c

� pcav

p

� � cþ1ð Þ=c
s

for
pcav

p
>

2

cþ 1

� �c= c�1ð Þ

U ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2

cþ 1

� �2= c�1ð Þ
� 2

cþ 1

� � cþ1ð Þ= c�1ð Þ
s

for
pcav

p
<

2

cþ 1

� �c= c�1ð Þ

(15)

The source terms are only active at the extremities of the rotor
channel and are set to zero in the remainder of the domain. After
each cycle, the mass and energy balance are computed, and the
cavity pressure and temperature updated from a first-order system
of differential equations as provided by Eq. (16). The equations
designate continuity and the energy equation derived from the first
law of thermodynamics and are integrated in time using an
explicit Runge–Kutta scheme. Cavity pressure can be found by
applying the equation of state for ideal gases

dmcav

dt
¼
X

i

_mi

d

dt
mcavecavð Þ ¼ _Qwht þ

X
i

hi _mi

where ecav ¼ cvTcav

(16)

The heat transfer term stands for the heat transfer from the wave
rotor wall temperature. For the respective heat transfer coefficient,
a Nusselt number relation for annuli with inner cylinder rotation
was used [54]

Nu ¼ 0:015 1þ 2:3
Dh

L

� �
Do

Di

� �0:45

Re0:8
eff Pr1=3 ¼ hDh

k
(17)

Wall Heat Transfer. The viscous source term given in Eq. (7)
features the wall temperature to compute convective heat transfer.
During operation and constant inlet temperatures from the ports,
the rotor temperature settles at a constant value. In order to
include the effect of wall heat transfer, a lumped capacitance
model that follows the first-order differential equation given in
Eq. (18) was implemented

dTw tð Þ
dt
¼ �s�1 Tw tð Þ � Tð Þ

with s ¼ mcp

hA

(18)

where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, A the surface
area of heat transfer, and cp the specific heat capacity of the solid

material. The heat transfer coefficient h is determined from the
Nusselt number relation for turbulent flow within a tube

Nu ¼ 0:0243 Re0:8 Pr0:4 ¼ hDh

k
(19)

Equation (18) is iteratively solved using a two-step Heun
approach, as given in the following equation:.

T̂
nþ1

w;i ¼ Tn
w;i � a Tn

w;i � Tn
g;i

� �
Dt

Tnþ1
w;i ¼ Tn

w;i �
a

2Dt
Tn

w;i þ T̂
nþ1

w;i � 2Tn
g;i

	 
 (20)

Domain Discretization. The explicit, second-order accurate
scheme of Richtmyer in combination with a minmod flux limiter
of Roe and Baines was selected for the discretization of the gov-
erning equations in space and time. This allows for an accurate
resolution of flow discontinuities while obeying time variation
diminishing criterion and preventing spurious oscillations from
taking place in their vicinity. The proposed scheme suggests a
two-step technique where additional half timesteps are introduced.
The first step consists of a first-order accurate Lax-Friedrichs
method, which can be obtained through the integration of Eq. (1)
in space and time and assuming the intercell fluxes to be the aver-
age of two consecutive cells

U
nþ1=2

iþ1=2
¼ 1

2
Un

iþ1 þ Un
i

� �
� Dt

2Dz
Fn

iþ1 � Fn
i

� �
� Dt

4
Sn

iþ1 � Sn
i

� �
;

U
nþ1=2

i�1=2
¼ 1

2
Un

i þ Un
i�1

� �
� Dt

2Dz
Fn

i � Fn
i�1

� �
� Dt

4
Sn

i � Sn
i�1

� �
(21)

The second step uses a midpoint Leapfrog computation and con-
sists of space and time centered differences of the mid-step solu-

tions of U
nþ1=2

i61=2
and gives

U
nþ1=2
i ¼ Un

i �
Dt

Dz
F

nþ1=2

iþ1=2
� F

nþ1=2

i�1=2

	 

� Dt

2
S

nþ1=2

iþ1=2
� S

nþ1=2

i�1=2

	 

(22)

Boundary Conditions

For the implementation of boundary conditions, a cell-centered
approach has been chosen. This involves the addition of an image
cell lying just outside of the domain. In general, one can distin-
guish between inflow, outflow, and wall boundaries. For each of
these types, one needs to determine the flow variables on the
image cells. Walls are treated as reflective boundaries where pres-
sure and density are equal to the neighboring interior cell node,
while velocity is assigned the same value with the opposite sign.

Assuming subsonic inflow, it is necessary to specify two char-
acteristics entering the domain, while one characteristic leaves the
domain. Therefore, stagnation properties (temperature and pres-
sure) are imposed, while velocity is extrapolated in the zeroth
order. This approach further guarantees a simple way to compare
results with experimental conditions. When computing the flow
variables at the image cell, it is crucial to consider that the stagna-
tion properties are defined in the absolute frame of reference,
while the code operates in the relative frame of reference.

For outflows, one characteristic enters the domain, while two
characteristics leave the domain. Thus, a single physical condition
needs to be imposed (static outlet pressure) and the remaining two
are extrapolated from the domain interior.

Unfortunately, this is only valid for fully exposed channels.
There are, however, periods where only a certain portion of the
channel is exposed to a port, as shown in Fig. 3(a). This gradual
passage opening is of paramount importance in the formation of
primary shock waves [55]. To account for this, a function is
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defined that determines the amount of overlap based on port open-
ing and closing positions, channel width, and the channel position
at each time-step.

If this function is between zero and one, the port is only par-
tially open and an alternative solution for the boundary conditions
is calculated. In the case of inflow, the principle is given in Fig.
3(b). The gas enters the domain from a reservoir described by
stagnation properties for pressure and temperature in the form of a
jet through the cross section area at station 2. At station 1, the jet
further expands to cover the entire width. The first cell in the
domain is at station i. Assuming steady flow conditions, one can
formulate the three conservative equations for mass, momentum,
and energy between stations 1 and 2 as

q1u1A1 ¼ q2u2A2

p1 þ q1u2
1

� �
A1 ¼ p2A1 þ q2u2

2A2

atot ¼ a2
1 þ 0:5 c� 1ð Þu2

1 ¼ a2
2 þ 0:5 c� 1ð Þu2

2

(23)

giving three equations for six unknowns in total. The set of equa-
tions is closed using the energy equation and isentropic relation
between stations 0 and 1 as well as wave and pathline compatibil-
ity relations [52]. In a similar fashion, one can formulate the prob-
lem for partially open outflows, as given in Fig. 3(c). Here, gas
flowing through a cross-sectional area of A1 exits the domain
through area A2. In the subsonic case, the pressure at station 2
equals the reservoir pressure at plane 2. Together with the conser-
vation of mass and energy as well as the isentropic relation
between stations 1 and 2 and the corresponding compatibility
equations, all six unknowns can be determined.

Procedure

The solution procedure of the code shall be introduced using
the example of a four-port throughflow wave rotor, as shown in
the unfolded view of a single wave rotor cycle in the z� t/h plane
in Fig. 4. The ports are designated as high pressure gas inlet
(HPG), high pressure air (HPA), low pressure air (LPA), and low
pressure gas (LPG), referring to high pressure gas and air and low
pressure air and gas, respectively.

It follows the steps outlined in Fig. 5(b). Initially, geometric
dimensions of the rotor and target rotational speed of the wave
rotor are specified. Furthermore, the number of cycles per rotation
and the port solution needs to be provided. An initial guess and
rough layout can be devised through the analytical tools given by

Chan and Liu [43] and M€uller and coworkers [56–58]. Subse-
quently, all matrices used throughout the computation are, along
with the spatial domain, initialized. In terms of the time-step, an
initial estimation is provided. While a uniform grid is used, the
time-step size is allowed to vary depending on the maximum
wave speed maxi jun

i j þ an
i

� �
in the domain at the previous time-

step and a fixed CFL number of 0.7 [52]. This allows us to save
computational time as otherwise a constant time-step would need
to suit the largest velocities in the domain and would thus have to
be more on the conservative side.

In open loop configuration (without a closed combustor loop),
stagnation properties in the HPG port are fixed, while static pres-
sure in the HPA port is varied automatically using a simple pro-
portional controller based on a simple Bernoulli relation until the
mass flow rates are matched and within a 2% relative error. The
low pressure inlet conditions generally involve ambient tempera-
ture of around 300 K, while the total inlet pressure again being
varied in the same manner as for the HPA port and according to
the desired loop flow ratio k ¼ _mHPG= _mLPA

ptþ1 ¼ pt þ a
q _m2

actual � _m2
target

	 

2 qAð Þ2

(24)

In the low pressure gas port, exhaust gases are expelled to the
ambient and the static pressure is again automatically adjusted to
give the desired inlet mass flow rate _mHPG. At the end of each
cycle, combustor and leakage cavity properties are updated and
port flow conditions need to be determined. This is done through

Fig. 3 (a) Gradual passage opening shown for port inflow. (b)
Schematic for the boundary condition for partially open inflow.
(c) Schematic for the boundary condition for partially open
outflow.

Fig. 4 Model schematic showing port arrangement and
expected wave pattern for the Bath l-wave rotor turbine. To
comply with the experimental arrangement, the model was run
in open loop without the inclusion of a combustor model.
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mass flux averaging according to Eq. (25) and converting the val-
ues into the absolute frame of reference

�/ ¼

PNc

i¼No

/iqiuið Þ

PNc

i¼No

qiuið Þ
(25)

Before the next cycle commences, conditions within the channel
at the cycle end are set as initial conditions for the subsequent
cycle, thus guaranteeing periodicity. Finally, the simulation is
stopped either when the maximum number of cycles is reached or
the relative changes of combustor and leakage temperature and
pressures are below a predefined threshold.

Results and Discussion. The results presented in the section
Results and Discussion seek to exhibit the code’s ability to predict
results from wave rotor experiments. This shall be done in two
stages. First of all, performance data of two three-port pressure

dividers are produced and compared with data from the open liter-
ature. These are Kentfield’s pressure divider from the 1960s [47]
and NASA pressure divider from the mid-1990 s [48]. After that,
laboratory experiments conducted at the University of Bath on a
l-wave rotor turbine are used to test the code when dealing with
four port, throughflow wave rotor turbines with symmetrically
cambered profiles.

Wave Rotor Pressure Dividers. The geometric dimensions
and operating conditions of the two investigated designs are given
in Table 1. The main characteristics of both designs shall be
briefly introduced. Kentfield’s device is characterized by rela-
tively large channel width, while NASA’s three-port design has
four times the number of channels and has, as a consequence, a
rather small channel width. Thus, it can be expected that finite
opening timing effects are of minor importance. In terms of
length, the NASA design is longer, so that viscous losses become
more pronounced. Leakage plays a reduced role in Kentfield’s
experiments owing to tighter clearances between the rotor and sta-
tor endwalls.

Rotational speed of both designs and total inlet temperature in
the medium pressure port are fixed in both simulations. Total inlet
pressure in the medium pressure port is variable for the Kentfield
experiments. In the model, the total outlet pressure of the high
pressure port is varied in both cases to give a desired mass flow
ratio _mM= _mH ranging from 0.1 to 0.6. The NASA experiment was
conducted at a constant mass flow ratio of 0.37. The unfolded
midplane view for the two pressure exchangers with the antici-
pated wave pattern and relative positions of the three respective
ports is given in Fig. 6. Solid red curves denote shock waves,
hatched blue areas expansion fans, and dashed gray lines (weak)
pressure waves.

Using the MATLAB code on Kentfield’s three-port pressure
divider yields the results depicted in Fig. 7. All data were pro-
duced with a grid resolution of Dz/L¼ 0.0135 and a discharge
coefficient of 0.67 and a friction multiplier of 1.77. The plots
show total pressure for the high pressure port on the ordinate and
total pressure for the low pressure port on the abscissa for four dif-
ferent mass flow ratios. All values are nondimensionalized with
respect to the inlet total pressure and inlet mass flow rate, respec-
tively. Figure 7(a) shows a comparison of the 1D-Navier–Stokes
equation (that includes particle friction and heat conduction in the
fluid but without wall heat transfer, friction, and leakage model)
compared with the experimental data. Clearly, the pressure level
in the high pressure port is overpredicted with an increasing devi-
ation toward lower pressure levels in the low pressure port. The

Fig. 5 Simulation model flowchart

Table 1 Dimensions and operating conditions of Kentfield and
NASA pressure divider used for the simulation

Parameter Kentfield NASA 3-Port

Rotor diameter (mm) 164.8 294.6
Number of channels 30 120
Channel shape Straight
Channel length (mm) 279.4 457.2
Channel width (mm) 15.2 6.4
Channel height (mm) 55.9 10.16
Nominal clearance (mm) 0.18 0.51
Number of cycles per revolution 3 1
Rotational speed (rpm) 6000 4150
TtM (K) 308.3 K 353.9
ptM (kPa) 110–150 207
psL (kPa) 100 51

Fig. 6 Model schematic showing port arrangement and
expected wave pattern for pressure dividers of (a) Kentfield and
(b) NASA’s Glenn Research Center
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full model results are then shown in Fig. 7(b) outlining the effect
losses impart. The main loss mechanisms responsible for the dif-
ference are leakage and friction, confirming the findings of the
previous studies [35,39]. Since maximum temperatures in both
cases are relatively low, wall heat transfer plays a minor role.

The same model parameters were then applied to perform
unsteady validation using the NASA three-port wave rotor. This
experiment featured static pressure traces at three locations,
namely at z/L¼ 0.025, z/L¼ 0.5, and z/L¼ 0.975, within a wave
rotor passage as it travels through the circumference. Evaluating
the numerical results and normalized static pressure at the channel
ends, namely at data against the numerical results, gives the distri-
bution shown in Fig. 8. In comparison with Fig. 6(b), one can wit-
ness the initial expansion fan generated upon opening the low
pressure port on the right-hand side. This is well captured in the
model, although the expansion ratio at z/L¼ 0.025 remains
slightly overpredicted. The subsequent shock discontinuity is
sharper than in the experiments and features a sharp peak for both
primary and secondary shock waves. The overall shock pressure
ratio across all stations is, however, well depicted. The final
expansion fan as well as the attenuation of the pressure wave takes

place slightly sooner, as seen at around h¼ 3.25–3.5 rad in
z/L¼ 0.025 and z/L¼ 0.5.

Bath l-Wave Rotor Turbine

Layout and Operating Conditions. The third validation case
deals with a four-port, three-cycle throughflow wave rotor with
symmetrically cambered wall profiles. The rotor was designed to
yield approximately 500 W of shaft power output at a target peak
cycle temperature of 750 �C and HPG total inlet pressure of
285 kPa. The port solution is shown in Fig. 4 and can be divided
into a high pressure and low pressure section in the bottom and
top, respectively. The former encompasses a HPG and a HPA out-
let that would form the combustor loop in a gas turbine arrange-
ment, while the latter houses the LPA inlet and a LPG outlet . A
detailed view of the symmetrically cambered wall profiles and a
photograph of the rotor and endplates with the corresponding port
openings are given in Figs. 9(a) and 9(b).

Geometric dimensions and operating conditions that will be
used for the simulations are given in Table 2. The rotor has a mid-
width diameter of 60 mm, length of 30 mm, and features 46 sym-
metrically cambered channels with a maximum profile angle of
21.5 deg. In total, three cycles are covered in a single rotation and
the design speed is set to 32,000 rpm, giving a tangential speed in
the midwidth plane of 100 m/s.

The wave rotor test rig encompasses an open loop configura-
tion, as shown in Fig. 10(a). A set of industrial compressors pro-
vides pressurized and dry air to the inlet side (HPG and LPA).
The corresponding flow rates and thus the flow ratio k are con-
trolled through a set of pneumatically actuated gate valves and
measured through differential mass flow meters. On the HPG leg,
the incoming air is additionally directed through an air-to-air heat
exchanger to use hot exhaust gases from the outlet side before
being run through a set of 44 kW-electrical heaters that ensure the
target inlet temperature is reached. Rotational speed and shaft
power output is measured through an eddy-current dynamometer
that modulates the load on the wave rotor. It is coupled to the
wave rotor through a single-plane coupling. On the outlet side,
further gate valves ensure the mass flow rates in the high pressure
zone, i.e., between HPG and HPA, can be matched accurately
before being expelled from the test chamber through extraction
fans. Figure 10(b) exhibits a photograph from the test chamber
displaying the electrical heaters as well as the wave rotor and
dynamometer units and outlet gate valves.

The design of the wave rotor encompassed a variable nominal
axial clearance between 0.1 and 0.4 mm. Unfortunately, it was
found during the experiments that the nominal clearance differed
significantly from its design value due to uneven thermal expan-
sion. As the exact values of the actual clearances could not be
determined, it was decided to use the nominal values for through-
out the validation study.

Rotor Characteristics. Before moving on to the results, it is
necessary to classify the wave rotor performance with respect to
other existing machines. Table 3 lists a comparison of nondimen-
sional performance parameters for finite passage opening T, vis-
cosity F, and leakage flow G for various wave rotor types, as
defined by Nagashima et al. [6] and Wilson and Fronek [48].
Although comparison is somewhat difficult for pure pressure
exchangers and wave rotor turbines operating at high tempera-
tures, one can see that the Bath l-wave rotor performs similarly
with respect to finite opening timing effects despite its short rotor
length. As expected, due to the small size compared with larger
designs, viscous losses become more pronounced and is similar to
the microwave rotor study conducted at the University of Tokyo
& ONERA [6]. The most critical loss mechanism for the investi-
gated design is without a doubt leakage effects, which is at best
similar to the ABB Comprex and the University of Tokyo. In real-
ity, however, it is anticipated that uneven thermal expansion of
stators and the shaft-rotor assembly account for a considerably

Fig. 7 Comparison of Kentfield’s three-port wave rotor with
the 1D simulation data. Plot shows normalized total pressure at
the high pressure port versus the total pressure at the low pres-
sure port for different mass flow ratios. (a) Illustrates simulation
data for Euler equations without source terms, while (b) shows
the effect of accounting for wall heat transfer, wall friction, and
leakage.
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larger G-parameter approaching 0.2–0.23. This effect however,
cannot be captured in a one-dimensional environment and needs
to be taken into account through the leakage coefficient CD. An
additional effect of leakage that cannot be identified using one-
dimensional code is that increasing leakage gaps promote the
interaction between neighboring channels effectively attenuating
in particular the reflected secondary shock extensively.

Model Validation. For the first part of the experimental valida-
tion, rotational speed was swept from 24,000 rpm to the design
speed of 32,000 rpm in steps of around 2000 rpm. This is done for
two different nominal leakage gaps, namely 0.20 mm on the inlet
and 0.25 mm on the outlet side as well as 0.3 mm on both in- and
outlet side, respectively. In addition, the peak cycle temperature
Tt,HPG was varied from 500 �C to 600 �C. The loop flow ratio k is
maintained constant at 1.7. In the second part of the validation
study, k is varied in steps of 0.5 between 1.7 and 2.7. The total
inlet pressure remains at approximately 270 kPa throughout.

Variations in rotational speed lead to different velocity triangles
at both in- and outlet. To account for these variations and associ-
ated misalignment of the flow with the rotor profiles, a parameter
fit was made for the loss coefficient floss. The linear relationship
determined from this is given in Fig. 11(a) and used throughout
the validation study. The same procedure was applied to the leak-
age coefficient CD. Here, the situation becomes more complicated,

as different leakage gaps account for slightly different characteris-
tics, as illustrated in Fig. 11(b). The reason for this lies most likely
in the fact that actual leakage gaps are not known and merely the
nominal values were taken. Hence, the selected discharge coeffi-
cient partially accounts for this lack in information. The reason
why one sees a variation of the leakage coefficient with speed can
be explained by additional blockage or greater dynamic head cre-
ated in the leakage gap through higher rotational speeds, similar
as witnessed in turbomachinery [59]. Finally, the friction multi-
plier was set to 2.7 throughout the simulations. A similarly high
value was witnessed in the studies by Paxson and Wilson [39].

At the design speed of 32,000 rpm Fig. 12 gives the numerically
determined unfolded view of both wave pattern in the left-hand
side contour plot and temperature distribution in the right-hand
contour plot. The plot also shows the predicted velocity profiles in
each port and the extent of gradual passage opening. Marked in
stations S1 and S2 are primary (right running) and secondary
shock (left running) waves generated upon opening of the high
pressure gas (HPG) inlet and high pressure air (HPA) outlet. Fur-
ther shown are expansion fans E1 and E2 produced as a result of
HPG closing and LPG opening. The temperature distribution indi-
cates inherent exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) characteristic to
axial throughflow machines as well as a small amount of fresh air
exhaustion (FAE) through the exhaust port LPG.

The effect of gradual passage opening is shown in Fig. 12(b),
where mark T1 indicates the initiation of the primary shock wave

Fig. 8 Comparison of one-dimensional simulation data with experiments of a NASA three-port pressure divider
at z/L 5 0.025, z/L 5 0.5, and z/L 5 0.975
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before progressively increases toward the fully developed level at
approximately T2. The predicted instantaneous and cycle-
averaged power output for a single channel is given in Fig. 12(c).
It becomes apparent that solely the flow entering through the HPG
port results in torque generation, while opening of the LPG port
and inflow through LPA does not significantly contribute to over-
all power generation. This is of course expected as the flow
through the HPG port signifies the flow with the highest enthalpy.
The total expected power output is then evaluated by multiplying
the number of channels with the cycle-averaged value. The plot
further indicates that the proposed symmetric, arc shape is not an
optimum with respect to torque generation, which is outlined by
positive regions in the instantaneous power trace near opening
and closure of the HPG port.

Comparing power output, pressure ratio, and outlet temperature
from the HPA duct for the experimentally determined dataset with
the simulation model shows the group of plots displayed in
Fig. 13. The first plot on the top left denotes total pressure ratio
data obtained for a maximum inlet temperature of 500 �C and a
nominal clearance of 0.20 mm on the inlet and 0.25 mm on the
outlet side. The model accurately predicts the total pressure distri-
bution well across the entire speed sweep. As expected, increased
leakage gaps result in compromised energy transfer and thus
lower achieved pressure ratio. This trend is reflected in the model
results, although there is an overprediction in pressure ratio with a
relative error between experiments and simulation of around
10–15%. Furthermore, the model predicts a pronounced drop-off
in pressure ratio as one approaches lower rotational speeds, which
has not been witnessed in the experiments. Opposed to the valida-
tion on pure pressure exchangers of Kentfield and NASA, there is
a more pronounced discrepancy between simulation results and
experimental data. This can at least partly be attributed to the fact
that experimental work on pressure exchangers was done at nearly
ambient temperature conditions. This renders thermal expansion
effects; minimal and axial clearances between stator and rotors

are likely to remain unchanged from their nominal values. For the
wave rotor turbine under investigation here, peak temperatures
differ significantly from ambient conditions and uneven thermal
expansion between rotor and stators that cause the axial clearance
gap to increase in size, which severely affects in particular the
secondary shock wave strength and thus the achieved pressure
ratio.

Raising maximum inlet temperature from 500 �C to 600 �C
results in an increase in pressure ratio as a consequence of more
enthalpy being directed to the wave rotor. While the overall trend
is also reflected in the simulation results, the model indicates that
the increase in temperature appears to outweigh the penalty in
larger leakage flow, while in the experiments this is clearly not
the case. This shortcoming exemplifies the sensitivity of the sys-
tem that arises when choosing model factors, thus limiting its pre-
dictive capabilities.

Fig. 9 (a) Wave rotor turbine with and without outer sleeve showing channel curvature and
(b) machined inlet stator exhibiting discrete port openings

Table 2 Dimensions and operating conditions of the Bath
l-wave rotor

Parameter Bath l-wave rotor

Rotor diameter (mm) 60
Number of channels 46
Channel shape Sym. cambered max. jbchj ¼ 21:5deg
Channel length (mm) 30
Channel width (mm) 2.9
Channel height (mm) 6
Nominal clearance (mm) Variable 0.1–0.4
Number of cycles per revolution 3
Design rotational speed (rpm) 32,000
THPG (K) 773–883 K
pHPG (kPa) 270–290
pLPG (kPa) 99
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The model yields good results with respect to predicted power
output for all simulated conditions, shown in Fig. 13(b). Power is
slightly overpredicted throughout with a relative error of around
5–10%. The power output increase shown in (b) stems from an
increase in HPG mass flow rate of 34 g/s compared to 32 g/s in the
low leakage case.

Finally, Fig. 13(c) gives a comparison of the averaged total
temperature at the HPA outlet with the experimental data recorded
through thermocouples close to the port outlet. Across all tested
conditions, the relative error varies between 1% and 6%. While
there seems to be moderate (left and right) to no (center) variation
with respect to rotational speed changes, the model predicts
steeper line gradients. This is a consequence of the model predic-
tions regarding exhaust gas recirculation at the HPA port. The
temperature distribution shown in Fig. 12 implies some FAE.
Reducing FAE by allowing more fresh air being directed to the
HPA port before the port closes. This reduces EGR rates at the
HPA port and accounts for a slightly lower mixed-out tempera-
ture. This effect is well shown in Fig. 13(a). The simulation
results in (center) and (right) almost show the same gradient with
respect to speed as in the low leakage case in (left). The discrep-
ancy between the two stems again from the effects of leakage,
where increased leakage promotes interaction and flow between
one channel, another channel, and the leakage cavities around it.
Thus more hot air is ingested into the cold air stream leading to
more or less the same average outlet temperature.

Figure 14 exhibits the effect of a variation in loop flow ratio
from 1.7–2.2 and 2.7 with rotational speed. The model correctly
predicts an increase in pressure ratio with increasing loop flow
ratio. However, while there is a relatively small difference at a
loop flow ratio of 1.7 of less than 3%, the model reacts more sen-
sitively to an increase in loop flow ratio resulting in higher pres-
sure ratios and increased error. Higher loop flow ratio signifies a
reduced cold air mass being ingested into the wave rotor resulting
in a higher average rotor temperature and thus altered thermal
expansion. The Q1D-model cannot account for this change in
leakage characteristic, which results in a greater error between the
simulation results and the experimentally determined data.

Predicted shaft power output captures the trends of increasing
power output with increasing loop flow ratio. The main mecha-
nism for this is an increase in inlet mass flow rates to around 34 g/
s at k¼ 2.2 and 35.5 g/s at k¼ 2.7. However, the increase indi-
cated in the experiments is higher than shown for the simulation
model, resulting at a maximum underprediction in shaft power at
k¼ 2.7 of approximately 8%.

Looking at the averaged temperature in the HPA port, the maxi-
mum relative error between experiments and simulations is at
around 4%. The model is able to predict the effects of the decrease
in fresh air flow well. Higher loop flow ratios increase EGR and
thus mark a reduced effect of fresh air temperature on the mixed
out average temperature. As a result, average temperatures
increase as is both witnessed in the model and experiments. Fur-
thermore, varying rotational speed has most influence on HPA
outlet temperature at low loop flow ratios, where EGR rate is gen-
erally lower. At higher flow ratios, EGR rate is high and the HPA
temperature less sensitive to a variation in rotational speed. This
effect is recorded in the simulation results through a reduced
gradient.

Conclusions and Outlook. This paper presented a numerical
model that extends the previous one-dimensional codes to allow
computation of torque generation in curved rotor passages through
additional source terms that compute inviscid blade forces. The
model was furthermore validated through both literature data and
experimental data from a symmetrically cambered microwave
rotor developed at the University of Bath. The main points of the
paper can be summarized as follows:

� The objective of the study was to perform model validation
through literature data for straight channeled pressure
exchangers run at low temperature and through experimental
data obtained from a symmetrically cambered microwave
rotor developed at the University of Bath.

� The comparison with literature data for pressure exchangers
at constant speed and inlet conditions yields good agreement
for both steady and unsteady flow data. This gives confidence

Table 3 Comparison of previous wave rotors, both actually realized ones that were tested and conceptual ones (University of
Tokyo/ONERA) with the Bath l-wave rotor turbine (adapted from Ref. [6])

Kentfield
three-port PE

NASA
three-port PE

NASA & R.R. Allison
four-port TF

Univ. of Tokyo & ONERA
micro wave rotor study

ABB Comprex
four-port RF

Pearson six-port
TF wave engine

Univ. of Bath
four-port TF l-wave turbine

T 0.39 0.082 0.19 0.31 0.467 0.3 0.37 at 32,000 rpm
F 0.0046 0.017 0.0037 0.012 0.0067 n.a. 0.013
G 0.0064 0.025–0.075 0.0090 0.067 0.030 n.a. 0.033–0.132

Fig. 10 (a) Schematic showing wave rotor open loop experimental setup and corresponding instrumentation. (b) Photograph
taken from the test rig exhibiting the wave rotor, eddy-current dynamometer, electrical heaters, and outlet side gate valves.
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Fig. 12 Q1D numerical results showing shock wave pattern, temperature field, port velocity dis-
tribution, and torque output at k 5 1.7, N 5 32,000rpm, Tt,HPG 5 500 �C, and _mHPG 5 0:032 kg/s

Fig. 11 Parameter fit for (a) loss coefficient due to channel/flow misalignment and (b) flow
leakage
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that the model is able to predict fundamental characteristics,
such as wave patterns and port flow conditions. It further
emphasizes the importance of loss mechanisms on the per-
formance characteristics of wave rotors.

� A comparison of the model with sub-1 kW microwave rotor
turbine data yielded promising results and showed that the
model is able to identify the variation of pressure ratio and
temperature with rotational speed. Predicted power output
was also in very good agreement with the experimental data.

Nonetheless, a few restrictions in the model persist and can
be listed as follows:

– The model appears to react more sensitively to changes
in inlet temperature and leakage gap than witnessed in
the experiments.

– Increases in nominal leakage lead to a larger relative
error between the determined total pressure ratio for
experiments and simulation. The issue is exacerbated if
only the nominal, rather than the actual leakage gap for a
thermally stable operating point is known rendering the
determination of leakage coefficients difficult and results
more deviating from experimentally determined ones.

– Power predictions are slightly overpredicted throughout,
but show similar trends as in the experiments and vary
only marginally with respect to changes in rotational
speed. However, an additional loss factor is required to
account for the (mis-)alignment of the flow at the port/
rotor interface. For higher loop flow ratios, the increase
in power output in the simulation results is lower

Fig. 13 Effect of leakage and peak cycle temperature variation on wave rotor performance. Comparison of experimental data
and numerical model for (a) total-to-total pressure, (b) shaft power output, and (c) average outlet temperature in the HPA port.
The graphs on the left denote data for a loop flow ratio k 5 1.7, a peak cycle temperature of 500 �C, and a nominal clearance
gap of 0.2 mm on the in- and 0.25 mm on the outlet side, while graphs in the center show the effect of increased axial gap clear-
ance to 0.3 mm and graphs on the right outline the effect of an increase in peak cycle temperature to 600 �C.
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compared to the experiments, resulting in a slight under-
prediction for k¼ 2.2.
The model is able to predict port outlet temperatures
well, but fails to identify the effects larger leakage gaps
incur. The effect of reduced EGR rates and thus more
fresh air being directed through the HPA port appears to
be more pronounced than witnessed in the experiments.
Also, the ingestion of air from neighboring channels and
the leakage cavity seem to become more pronounced at
elevated leakage gaps, which cannot be identified by the
model. However, trends showing the effect of increased
loop flow ratio on the outlet temperature are captured
well.

� The introduced model facilitates wave rotor turbine design
process, as it provides the means to investigate both the pres-
sure exchange capabilities of the wave rotor as well as its use

as a power turbine. It can thus be used for initial sizing and
as an inexpensive design tool to vary channel camber before
more expensive CFD modeling tools are applied.
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Nomenclature

a ¼ speed of sound, m/s
A ¼ cross-sectional area, m2

C ¼ absolute velocity, m/s

Fig. 14 Effect of loop flow ratio variation. Comparison of experimental data and numerical model for (a) total-to-total pres-
sure, (b) shaft power output, and (c) average outlet temperature in the HPA port. The graphs on the left denote data for a loop
flow ratio k 5 1.7, while the center plots show the results for k 5 2.2 and right-hand side graphs for k 5 2.7.
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cp ¼ specific heat constant at constant pressure, J/kg K
cv ¼ specific heat constant at constant volume, J/kg K

CD ¼ leakage coefficient
Cf ¼ friction multiplier

CFD ¼ computational fluid dynamics
D ¼ diameter, m
e ¼ internal energy, J/kg
E ¼ total energy per unit volume, J/m3

EGR ¼ exhaust gas recirculation
f ¼ friction factor

F ¼ flux vector, force per unit volume, N/m3, nondimensional
viscosity parameter

FAE ¼ fresh air exhaustion
G ¼ nondimensional leakage parameter in m
h ¼ heat transfer coefficient, W/m2 K, specific enthalpy, J/kg,

channel height, m
HPA ¼ high pressure gas
HPG ¼ high pressure gas

k ¼ surface roughness value, m, thermal conductivity, W/m K
LPA ¼ low pressure air
LPG ¼ low pressure gas

m ¼ meridional coordinate
_m ¼ mass flow rate, kg/s

Nu ¼ Nusselt number
p ¼ pressure, Pa

Pr ¼ Prandtl number
q ¼ heat flux, W/m2

_Q ¼ heat generation rate, W
r ¼ radius, m

Re ¼ Reynolds number
s ¼ source term, specific entropy, J/kg K
t ¼ time, s

T ¼ temperature, K, nondimensional gradual passage opening
parameter

u ¼ velocity, m/s
U ¼ state vector, tangential velocity, m/s
V ¼ volume, m3

W ¼ relative velocity, m/s
x ¼ spatial coordinate
a ¼ absolute flow angle, rad, under-relaxation factor
b ¼ relative flow angle, rad
c ¼ ratio of specific heats
d ¼ axial leakage gap, m

dz ¼ cell size, m
f ¼ loss coefficient
h ¼ azimuthal angle, rad
H ¼ leakage function
k ¼ loop flow ratio
l ¼ dynamic viscosity, kg/m s
q ¼ density, kg/m3

s ¼ shear stress, N/m2, time constant, s
x ¼ angular velocity, m/s
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